
Classic Wholesaler Missteps:
Thirteen Unlucky Numbers

Are your wholesalers still selling like it’s 1998?  What are some of the telltale signs that your
wholesalers haven’t adapted to the selling realities of the 2005 market?

Interactive Communications Inc. had the chance observe good, bad, and ugly wholesaling
up close during 2004.  We observed wholesalers in their interactions with advisors,
delivered one-on-one coaching sessions, participated in national sales meetings, and talked
to wholesalers and their managers about their approach and strategy.

One consistent trend we see in 2005 is that firms are taking a hard look at their most
expensive resource—wholesalers.  The new game strategy requires finely honed selling
skills that mirror how advisors have changed. If you are a distributor, here are some classic
selling missteps that result in less than stellar wholesaler results:

1. Whadda Ya Got?

Financial advisors use, Whadda ya got?  to screen out wholesalers.  If the wholesaler takes
the bait, launches into a pitch or sales idea, all the advisor has to do is listen for a minute,
say, “Great.  I’ll take a look at it,” and act like the meeting is over.  And it is.

2. Cheese, Please

The cheese has definitely moved, and advisors who brought wholesalers big dollars in the
past may not be the ones who will do so in the future.  Wholesalers continue to lavish time
and attention on the advisors who used to bring them production.  Haven’t they read that
warning at the bottom of the page that says past performance is no guarantee of future
results?

3. The Friendship Trap

Wholesalers are reluctant to requalify their ‘friends’.  The better the relationships, the more
danger there is that the wholesaler will rely on old information. With strong personal
relationships, advisors are reluctant to confess they have started working with somebody
else.  The biggest risk wholesalers have is with current ‘best’ advisors – they are the
competition’s prime targets.
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4. Walk Don’t Run  (through the Wirehouse)

Many wholesalers only have fly-by conversations with even their most valued wirehouse
relationships.  This is often because the wholesaler believes these advisors won’t agree to
anything more specific.  The truth is that it’s probably been years since they asked.
The impact of walkthroughs (if they’re even allowed) does seem to be diminishing. Our
experience shows that wirehouse brokers will schedule appointments if they know that it will
be worth their time.

5. Let’s Do Lunch

Many wholesalers still regard their stand-up presentation as the most powerful
weapon in their arsenal.  These days the only product that gets sold that way is one
that sells itself.  So unless wholesalers have a category killer or a sexy closed end
fund (or represent the American Funds), they need to give the same amount of time
and attention to their one-on-one selling skills as they do to stand-up presentation.

6.  A B C = F

Deciding which advisors to spend time with based solely on their production with
your own firm is a great idea if you have more business than you can handle. Too
many wholesalers cling to this kind of self-absorbed segmentation, even though they
are not meeting their goals and they have fewer and fewer true “A” level producers
every year.

7.  Show Me The Money

Wholesalers seem to have an almost fatal attraction for corner office advisors, but
while it’s a pretty good bet these big dogs are making big bucks, their sales potential
might actually be quite low.  Many of them – especially fee-based advisors -- don’t
currently have money in motion.  The only way to find out is to ask, something many
wholesalers don’t do.

8.  One-On-One vs. Zone

Team selling requires an understanding of how to work with multiple decision makers.
We’ve traveled with more than a few wholesalers who have been lavishing their attention on
the corner office guy (who loves them and will gladly schmooze for 10 minutes), only to find
that the quiet guy down the hall (or sometimes in a cubical!) screens all investments.
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9.  The Perpetual Sales Cycle

“Do you think you could use this product?” – and the variations on this theme – is not a
close.  It’s an invitation for the advisor to say, “I’ll take a look at it” and end the conversation.
Closes include who’s going to do what and when.  So why do wholesalers need to keep
selling the same product to the same advisor over and over again?  We would suggest that
their trial close is great.  Gaining commitment is lousy.

10.  Let Me Tell You Why You Are Wrong

Too often wholesalers attempt to open the door for their product by trying to convince
advisors to change some key component of their investment philosophy.  They’d be better
off spending their time with an advisor is predisposed to sell their product rather than
engaging in a usually futile (and lengthy) debate.

11.  Let Me Show You My Matrix

We’ve seen advisors blow off wholesalers by giving them their fund matrix.  (“You want a
copy of my matrix?  Sure, buddy.  Knock yourself out...”). Wholesalers who spend time
proving that their funds are “better” frequently do this without knowing what criteria the
advisor uses to select funds or what would cause them to make a change in their matrix.
The result is a lot of hypos but not a lot of production.

12.  Process Makes Perfect

Oh, for the good old days when three strong bullet points and a fact sheet where all a
wholesaler needed to get an advisor to sell a fund.  Now many advisors use a set process
for selecting investments.  Wholesalers need to know how it works, when it happens, and
who does it to make certain an advisor will take a serious look at their product.

13.  I’ve Paid My Dues

If life were fair, wholesalers with 8 or 10 or more years in the field would be at a point where
they were able to kick back a little.  This environment isn’t fair. Unfortunately, many
experienced wholesalers have seen a significant drop in production.  Even though they’ve
“paid their dues” they need to work in high gear.  A creeping sense of entitlement keeps
many from doing that.
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